COMMOl\~¥EALTI-I

OF MASSACHUSETTS

WILLIAM FRANCIS GALVlN
SECRETARY OF THE CO:MJ.v.(ONWEALTH

WARRANT FOR STATE ELECTION on NOVEMBER 06, 2012
FRANKLIN SS.
To the Constables of the City/Town of ASHFIELD
GREETING:

In the name of the Commonwealth, you are hereby required to notity and warn the inhabitants of said city or town who
are qualified to vote in the State Election to vote at Precinct Number 1 at TOWN HALL on TUESDAY, THE SIXTE
DAY OF NOVElv.IBER, 2012 FROM 7:00 AM TO 8:00 PM for the following purpose:
To cast their votes in the State Election for the candidates for the following offices and questions:

ELECTORS OF PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT...... FOR THIS COMMONWEALTH
. .... FORJ'HIS COMMONWEALTH
SENATORINCONGRESS . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . FIRST DISTRICT
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS. .... .
COUNCILLOR .. , . . . . . .... . . . . . ..
. . ... EIGHT DISTRICT
.
..
BERKSHIRE, HAMPSHIRE, FRANKLIN
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT
& HAMPDEN DISTRICT
,

REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT . . . . . . . . . . FIRST FRANKLIN DISTRICT
CLERK OF COURTS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FRANKLIN COUNTY
REGISTER OF DEEDS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. FRANKLIN DISTRICT
COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. FRANKLlN COUNTY

QUESTION 1: LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION

Do you approve of a law summarized below, on which no vote was taken by the Senate or the House of Representatives
on or before May 1, 2012?

SUMMARY
This proposed law would prohibit any motor vehicle manufacturer, starting with model year 2015, from selling or leasinl
either directly or through a dealer" a new motor vehicle without allowing the owner to have access to-the same diagnostic
and repair information made available to the manufacturer's dealers and in-state authorized repair facilities.
The manufacturer would have to allow the owner, or the owner's designated in-state independent repair facility (one not
affiliated with a manufacturer or its authorized dealers), to obtain diagnostic and repair information electronically, oil an
hourly, daily, monthly, or yearly subscription basis" for no more than fair market value and on terms that do not unfairly
favor dealers and authorized repair facilities.

The manufacturer would have to provide access to the information through a non-proprietary vehicle interface, using a
standard applied in federal emissions-control regulations. Such information would have to include the same content, and
be in the same fonn and accessible in the same manner, as is provided to the manufacturer's dealers and authorized repair
facilities.
For vehicles manufactured from 2002 through model year 2014:/ the proposed law would require a manufacturer of motor
vehicles sold in Massachusetts to make available for purchase, by vehicle owners and in-state independent repair
facilities, the same diagnostic and repair information that the manufacturer makes available through an electronic system
to its dealers and in-state authorized repair facilities. Manufacturers would have to make such information available in the
same fonn and manner, and to the same extent, as they do for dealers and authorized repair facilities. The infonnation

•

\?\lould be availabJe for purchase on an hourly, daily~ nl0nthly~ or yearly subscription basis, for no 1110re than fair Inarke

value and on tenns that do not unfairly favor dealers and authorized repair facilities.
For vehicles manufactured from 2002 through model year,2014, the proposed law would also require manufacturers to
make available for purchase, by vehicle owners and in-state independent repair facilities, all diagnostic repair tools,
incorporating the same diagnostic, repair and wireless capabilities as those available to dealers and authorfzed repair
facilities. Such tools would have to be made available for no nlore than fair market value and on ternlS that do not unfa:
favor dealers and authorized repair facilities.
For all years covered by the proposed law, the required diagnostic and repair information would not include the
information necessary to reset a vehicle immobilizer, an anti-theft device that prevents a vehicle from being started unh
the correct key code is present. Such infonnation would have to be made available to dea]ers, repair facilities, and ownf
through a separate, secure data release system.
The proposed law would not require a manufacturer to reveal a trade secret and would not interfere with any agreement
made by a manufacturer, dealer, or authorized repair facility that is in force on the effective date of the proposed law.
Starting January 1, 2013~ the proposed law would prohibit any agreement that waives or limits a manufacturer's
compliance with the proposed law.

Any violation of the proposed law would be treated as a violation of existing state consumer protection and unfair tradepractices laws,

A YES VOTE would enact the proposed law requiring motor vehicle manufacturers to allow vehicle owners and
independent repair facilities in Massachusetts to have access to the same vehicle diagnostic and repair information made
available to the manufacturers' Massachusetts dealers and authorized repair facilities.

A, NO VOTE would make no change in existing laws.

QUESTION 2: LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION
Do you approve of a law summarized below, on which no vote was taken by the Senate or the House of Representatives
on or before May 1, 2012?

SUMMARY

This proposed law would allow a physician licensed in Massachusetts to prescribe medication, at a tenninally ill
patient's request.., to end that patient's life. To qualifY, a patient would have to be an adult resident who (1) is medically
detennined to be mentally capable of making and communicating health care decisions; (2) has been diagnosed by attendin~
and conSUlting physicians as having an incurable, irreversible 'disease that will, within reasonable medical judgment, cause
death within six months; and (3) voluntarily expresses a wish to die and has made an informed decision. The proposed law
states that the patient would ingest the medicine in order to cause death in a humane and digDified manner.
The proposed law would require the patient, directly or through a person familiar with the patient's manner of
communicating, to orally communicate to a physician on two occasions, 15 days apart, the patient's request for the
medication. At the time of the second request, the physician would have to offer the patient an opporttmity to rescind the
request. The patient would also have to sign a standard fonn, in the presence of two witnesses, one of whom is not a relative,
a beneficiary of the patient~s estate, or an O'Wller, operator~ or employee of a health care facility ,where the-patient receives
treatment or lives.
The proposed law would require the attending physician to: (1) determine if the patient is qualified; (2) inform the patient of
his or her medical diagnosis and prognosis, the potential risks and probable result of ingesting the medication, and the
feasible alternatives, including comfort care, hospice care and painconno}; (3) refer the patient to a conSUlting physician for
a diagnosis and prognosis regarding the patient's disease, and confirmation in writing that the patient is capable, acting
voluntarily, and making an informed decision; (4) refer the patient for psychiatric or psychological consultation if the
physician believes the patient may have a disorder causing impaired judgment; (5) recommend that the patient notify next of
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kin of the patient's intention; (6) reCOlTIlnel1d that the patient have another person present \vhen the patient ingests the
medicine and to not take it in a public place; (7) inform the patient that he or she may rescind the request at any tilne; (8)
write the prescription when the requirements of the law are met, including verifying that the patient is making an informe
decision; and (9) arrange for the medicine to be dispensed directly to the patient, or the patient's agent, but 110t by Inail or
courier.
The proposed law would Inake it punishable by imprisonment and/or fInes, for anyone to (1) coerce a patient to request
medication, (2) forge a request, or (3) conceal a rescission of a request. The proposed Jaw would ~ot authorize ending a
patient's life by lethal injection, active euthanasia, or nlercy kiIIing. The death certifIcate would list the underlying terminl
di~ease as the cause of death.
Participation under the proposed law would be voluntruy. An unwilling health care provider could prohibit or sanction
another health care provider for participating while on the premises of, or while acting as an elnployee of or contractor for:
the unwilling provider.
The proposed law states that no person would be civilly or crilninally liable or subject to professional discipline for action5
that comply with the law, including actions taken in good faith that substantially comply. It also states that it should not be
interpreted to lower the applicable standard of care for any health care provider.

A person's decision to lnake or rescind a request could not be restricted by will or contract made on or after January 1,201
and could not be considered in issuing, or setting the rates for, insurance policies or annuities. Also, the proposed law waul
require the attending physician to report each case in which life-ending lnedication is dispensed to the state Department of
Public Health. The Department would provide public access to statistical data compiled from the reports.

The proposed law states that if any of its parts was held invalid, the other parts would stay in effect.
A YES VOTE would enact the proposed Jaw allowing a physician licensed in Massachusetts to prescribe medication:> at
the request of a tenninally-ill patient meeting certain conditions, to end that person's life.

A NO VOTE would make no change in existing laws.

QUESTION 3: LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION

Do you approve of a law summarized below ~ on which no vote was taken by the Senate or the House of RepresentatIves
on or before May 1, 2012?

SUMMARY
This proposed law would eliminate state criminal and civil penalties for the medical use of marijuana by qualifYing
patients. To qualitY:> a patient must have been diagnosed with a debilitating medical condition, such as cancer, glaucoma,
HIV-positive status or AIDS, hepatitis C, Crohn's disease, Parkinson's disease, ALS, or multiple sclerosis. The patient
would also have to obtain a written certifIcation, from a physician with whom the patient has a bona fIde physician-patier.
relationship, that the patient has a specifIc debilitating medical condition and would likely obtain a net benefit from
medical use of marijuana.

The proposed law would allow patients to possess up to a 60-day supply of marijuana for their personal medical use. The
state Department of Public Health (DPH) would decide what amount would be a 60-clay supply. A patient could designate
a personal caregiver, at least 21 years old, who could assist with the patient's medical use of marijuana but would be
prohibited from consuming that marijuana. Patients and caregivers would have to register with DPH by submitting the
physician's certifIcation.
.

The proposed law would allow for non-profit medical marijuana treatment centers to grow, process and provide marijuana
to patients or their caregivers. A treatment center would have to apply for a DPH registration by (1) paying a fee to offset
DPH:>s administrative costs; (2) identifying its location and one additional location, if any, where marijuana would be
grown; and (3) submitting operating procedures, consistent with rules to be issued by DPH, including cultivation and
storage of marijuana only in enclosed, locked facilities.
.,
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A treatl11ent center's personnel \\lould have to register with DPH before \vorking or volunteering at the center, be at lee
21 years old, and have no felony drug convictions. In 2013, there could be no 1110re than 35 treatnlent centers, ¥lith at I
one but not more than five centers in each county. In later years, DPH could modifY the number of centers.
The proposed law would require DPH to issue a cultivation registration to a qualifYing patient whose access to a treatn
center is limited by financial hardship, physical inability to access reasonable transportation, or distance. This would al
the patient 01" caregiver to grow only enough plants, in a closed, locked facility, for a 60-day supply of marijuana for th
patient's own use.

DPH could revoke any registration for a willful violation of the proposed law. Fraudulent use of a DPH registration
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be punished by up to six months in a house of correction or a fine of up to $500, and fraudulent use ofa registration for
the sale, distribution, or trafficking of marijuana for non-medical use for profit could be punisbed by up to five years in
state prison or by mo and one-half years in a house of correction.
The proposed Jaw would (1) not give immunity under federal law or obstruct federal enforcement of federal law; (2) no
supersede Massachusetts laws prohibiting possession, cu]tlvation~ or sale of Inarijuana for nonn1edicaI purposes; (3) not
allow the operation of a motor vehicle~ boat} or aircraft while under the influence of marijuana; (4) not require any hea11
insurer or government entity to reimburse for the costs of the medical use of marijuana; (5) not require any health care
professional to authorize the medical use of marijuana; (6) not require any accommodation of the medical use of
.
marijuana in any workplace, school bus or grounds, youth center, or correctional facility; and (7) not require any
accommodation of smoking marijuana in any public place.

The proposed law would take effect January 1,2013, and states that if any of its part were declared invalid, the other pal
would stay in effect.

A YES VOTE would enact the proposed law eliminating state criminal and civil penalties related to the medical use of
marijuana, allowing patients meeting certain conditions to obtain marijuana produced and distributed by new stateregulated centers or, in specific hardship cases, to grow marijuana for their own use.
A NO VOTE would make no cbange in existing laws.
QUESTION 4,
THIS QUESTION IS NOT BINDING
Shall the state senator from this district be instructed to vote in favor of a resolution calling upon Congress to propose an
amendment' to the U.S. constitution affirming that (1) corporations are not entitled to the constitutional rights of human
beings, and (2) both Congress and the states may place limits on political contributions and political spending?
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Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon at the time and place of said voting.
Given under our hands this 10th day of October, 2012.

Select Board of Ashfield

Posted at Town Hall and Post Office

a
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. ~onth and day)

Constable
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